4TH MARCH, 2015

MEETING OPEN 7.30pm

PRESENT Anthony, Emma, Ali, Bec, Kate, Caroline, Karolyn, Bronwyn, Bruce, Louise.

APOLOGIES Annie, Maree, Sharee.

PREVIOUS MINUTES:
Moved : Ali
Seconded : Kate

BUSINESS ARISING from previous minutes.

Welcome Night Great night had by all. Swings opened by Lydia, the student who wrote the letter. Jumping Castle, Face Painting and Tattoos by Belinda’s brothers company ($300) Show bags from Fair given out, still some over so will give them to kindy on Thursday with the new school stickers. Music – had to use ipod at last minute again so need to have it all confirmed in Dec. Plaque – to be attached with liquid nails somewhere.

Stickers Complete, will give one out to each family with a note to say provided by P&F, to be given out to eldest child. Invoice still to be paid.

Flags Done, delivered and used at swimming carnival, they look great. Invoice still to be paid.

Audit – To be done by next AGM, takes about a week. Maree will coordinate.
Library Book Stand – Brian M will be doing this, he has a picture of it and will start working on it in coordination with Sharon. We will reimburse any costs associated so we need to get an idea of what those costs will be.

Ideas for this year - moved to general business.

Meal Deals – Sharee will have a list of dates so we can advertise for helpers – next meeting.

CORRESPONDENCE IN
Various Fundraising

CORRESPONDENCE OUT Nil

TREASURER'S REPORT $27 315.72

BOARD REPORT

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT

GENERAL BUSINESS

Ideas for this year
Election Day – May 30th We will run a cake stall, need a coordinator and finalise next meeting. Car boot sale was discussed but will need someone to coordinate it and it may require a lot of work (permits etc) for little return if we are only charging $20 a car spot. Margin Tickets – Selling AFL footy margins for the whole year with an initial set up and just pay out through the year. Figures to be decided. Alli happy to run it. Bunnings BBQ – Still on waiting list and waiting for a date. Suggested we go on Harvey Norman wait-list as well.

It was decided that at next meeting Anthony would bring some ideas of teachers’ wish list re things for P&F to fundraise for. We decided that we can’t make decisions about fundraising events if we don’t have a plan for what we are raising funds for.

Usual events for this term -

Easter Raffle
Prizes either bought or vouchers sourced from Coles/Woolworths - Louise
Prizes wrapped in Large, medium, small and booksellers prize - Louise
Tickets made up – Louise. Tickets issued by next week gives 2 weeks and collected by 27th March.
Raffle drawn at Assembly 30th March. Tickets need to be prepared for draw and drawn by?

Mothers Day Stall
Kate & Tammi are happy to go ahead with this again this year. They still have a few things left over from last year. They will be advertising on Monday 23rd March as a start, then have two weeks when term goes back to finish collecting. Anthony will provide date next meeting.

Polo Shirts – Suggestion of new polo shirts like the Sacred Heart Ones, follow up with Anthony.

Helpers Will send out another separate newsletter for expression of interest for P&F helpers on coloured paper and tick boxes. It was proposed that we change that P&F form and send out with stickers.

AGM Proposed AGM be in November (most seemed to be in agreement). The proposed date change to be advertised in newsletter again and we vote it at next meeting. The reason it is probably in May is to do with the financial year?
**Swings** A parent neighbouring the school has contacted the school reference the noise and interference both during and after school hours that the new swings have caused as her property backs onto the fence directly where the swings are. This is being followed up by the school and is still ongoing.

**NEXT MEETING** April 1st

**MEETING CLOSED** 9.30pm